[Mutation characteristic of STK].
To identify the mutation characteristic of STK(11) gene in Chinese with Peutz-Jeghers syndrome(PJS) and establish the base of the gene diagnosis of PJS. STK(11) germline mutation was analysed by DNA sequencing in 18 unrelation patients with PJS. Six novel mutations of STK (11) gene were detected in six unrelation patients. These mutations will lead to production of truncated protein. STK (11) gene mutation accounts for one third of the Chinese with PJS. The content of mutation includes single base substitution or deletion and one or two bases insertion. The mutations were widely found in different regions of the whole coding sequence, and 2/3 of those concentr ate in exon 1. Mutation frequency is 66.7% in the family suffering PJS in two or more generations, and 16.7% in the disseminated cases.